Paul’s Six Steps To Grace

Paul in his letter to the Romans, teaches the necessity of six steps of obedience to the good news preached by Jesus...

The passages below contain Paul's words in Romans, and the words of Jesus in the four gospels. Check them out in your own Bible.

1. Hearing Christ's word  
   (Romans 10:8-17, Matthew 7:24).

2. Believing — having faith  
   (Romans 1:16-17, John 3:16).

3. Repentance from sin  

4. Confessing Christ  
   (Romans 10:8-10, Matthew 10:32).

5. Being baptized  
   (Romans 6:3-4, Mark 16:15-16).

6. Ongoing commitment  

Marks of Christ’s Church (2)

By Ron Graham

Many people feel they must investigate every religion and denomination, but that task is of course impossible. The mass of doctrines and opinions is too vast for anyone to sift through. The attempt can lead only to despair and confusion.

Some questioning and investigation is needed, certainly: “Examine everything carefully and hold fast what proves to be good” (1Th 5:21). However that does not mean you must spend years examining minutely all the doctrines of all the denominations.

A Common and Simple Process

There is a simple method of finding the true church. It is the same simple common-sense method we use any time we want to find something. It's what is usually called "the process of elimination".

Two simple examples will remind you of this everyday process...
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